Extrem Face Painting: 50 Friendly & Fiendish Step-by-Step Demos
Synopsis

Put a new face on fun! No matter what your experience level, you can turn everyday faces into sweet, funny or frightening works of art that move, laugh, grow and always make people smile! The first half of this book features fun, friendly transitions, such as birds and butterflies, puppies and princesses, knights and night skies. Part Two crosses over to the dark side with strikingly horrible, downright unnerving personas, including vampires, zombies, gargoyles and other foul, freakish creeps. Easy-to-follow instruction from two award-winning artists. 50 step-by-step projects ranging from simple to more advanced. Designs include popular kid and adult themes for parties, performances, Halloween and other occasions. Expert techniques for painting remarkably realistic textures, making human features virtually disappear, creating the look of age and other surprising, fool-the-eye effects. Full of friendly instruction for beginners and fresh inspiration for seasoned painters, this book will help you make art as original as the face that is painted!
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Customer Reviews

First, this is a fantastic book with great photos and cool designs, just like everyone says, BUT I recently bought the Wolfe Brothers Step-by-Step book for Animals, and 12 out of the 15 designs in that book are also in this Extreme book! I was so mad when I started flipping thru and saw the exact same designs that I already paid for! That is the only other Wolfe book I own, so I am now very hesitant to buy any more since those designs are probably in this one as well. I'm very surprised that they published the same designs in two different books, even using some of the exact same
pictures. Oh well... like I said, great book, but definitely be wary of picking up their other cheat books without first finding out what the designs are and comparing them. I am excited to watch the videos though.

I'M ADDING PICTURES ON HERE OF WHAT I LEARNED FROM THIS BOOK! HAVE A LOOK! My photos are the girl zebra, girl vampire, green skull boy, me as the Jekyl & Hyde, & red beast. This book is awesome. I never use to pay attention to the tutorials in face painting books, but actually found this to be awesome once I gave it a closer look. I learned so many new techniques that people think of me as an expert & I get jobs all the time for it. I can now paint almost every face in this book. This book teaches you how to splash paint for cool effects, smoothly lay out glitter, make perfect swirls & then some. If you actually READ the step by step instructions rather than JUST going by the picture you'll improve like you wouldn't believe. BUY THIS BOOK!

Nick and Brian Wolfe are the best face painters in North America and their innovative face designs are limitless. These designs are all shown step-by-step so you can see exactly how they are painted. While the majority of these designs are quite sophisticated, they are presented in such a way that intermediate painters will be able to derive a less detailed version just by skipping some of the elaborate steps.

This is an awesome book. You'll learn many detailed and gorgeous face painting designs, and the instructions are step-by-step with pictures and descriptions. When you paint these, they look awesome compared to the simple hearts, stars, and rainbows of the amateur face painters. Want to make better looking artwork and leave the amateur face painters in the dust? This will help you do it.

Absolutely love this book, glad that I purchased it. As a beginner face paint artist, I was looking for ideas and how to's on more extreme looks. This book covers simple to extreme. Didn't realize that it came with a DVD which shows you how to create 3 looks. I love how the Wolfe brothers make it look so simple. Actually with continued practice it is. I was also impressed how most all of the looks were created with just 2 tools sponge and #3 round brush. I am excited and have been practicing every since. Quick shipping from was awesome as always. If you are starting out or if you are looking to paint more than butterflies and teardrops, pick up this book. Let's Go Ya'll!!!!!â„¢

I have nowhere near the skill to pull off these facepaints the way the Wolf Brothers do, but by
following their directions, I still end up with face paints that make my friends believe I do! I learned some great tips that I apply to face paints not in the book too, of course. Recommended.

Great basic makeup book for basic Halloween makeup. This is nice to have if you have very little or basic skills in applying makeup and you want a few more tools to add to your arsenal. Some really great face designs, especially the galaxy face and the green skull. Overall, a nice basic book with some good basic face painting suggestions.

This is your first basic go to for face painting. Everything you would think you’d find. Easy, clear steps to creating simple looks and giving you the basics to build your skills. Then you can go on to creating more unique looks.
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